GIBC has a strong partner: Hannover IT is the leading ICT and high-tech network in the Hannover Region, and gives Indian companies access to a unique ICT community. The actively involved companies represent the majority of the 23,000 strong ICT workforce.

Hannover IT is responsible for networking science and industry, initiating and developing promising projects, and facilitating the establishment of joint ventures.

GIBC gives Indian companies access to the network via events and workshops arranged by Hannover IT. The providers and users of special IT services are effectively brought together, and benefit from each others experience and expertise. Resource linking and the joint development of new solutions create the right conditions for market-orientated innovations.

Your projects can also profit from this competence, know-how and resource base: www.HannoverIT.de

Partners supporting GIBC:
hanoverimpuls GmbH; Niedersachsen Global GmbH – NGlobal; Hannover IT e.V.; Sparkasse Hannover; Herfurth & Partner; Chamber of Industry and Commerce Hannover; Deutsche Messe AG; Consulting Team Hoeltgen GmbH; PricewaterhouseCoopers; Technology Center Hannover; Hannover Region Business Enterprise Office; International School Hannover Region; plusform Culture+Language

If you have plans to start up or expand your business activities in Germany; Hannover and GIBC are at your service with valuable advice and assistance. Competent, fast and unbureaucratic.

German-Indian Business Center Hannover
c/o Hannover IT e.V.
Herr Frank Steinlein
Expo Plaza 3
30539 Hannover
Germany
Tel: +49 (0)511 761 59 99
Fax: +49 (0)511 761 59 98
info@GIBC-Hannover.org
www.GIBC-hannover.org

An initiative by: In cooperation with:
Germany – Niedersachsen – Hannover
Markets with Big Potential

800,000 employees and Euro 148 billion turnover – Germany is not only Europe’s biggest economy, it is also Europe’s key ICT market. Investors here enjoy all the benefits of a modern industrial country.

And Niedersachsen lies at its heart. A place well known for its world famous companies like Volkswagen, and as a high-tech location. The Hannover Region alone boasts around 1,200 IT companies with 23,000 employees. 25 big name institutes and research organizations form the scientific platform of one of the largest ICT locations in Germany. CeBIT, the world’s leading IT trade fair, makes Hannover the Number 1 global marketplace for digital business.

The Hannover Region lies at the geographic center of Europe, and is a major European transport hub. By flight you reach all European metropolises in less than two hours.

Whether the international airport or one of the key stations on the high speed rail network or the intersection of the European autobahnen - almost all routes go to or via Hannover.

From company start-ups to expansion - GIBC supports all phases of your business activities in the Hannover Region.

Our services include:

- Fast and unbureaucratic registration by the authorities
- Legal and tax advice
- Finance
- Marketing
- Staff recruitment
- Facilitating office and industrial space
- Assisting daily business operations (e.g. translations, language courses, ...)
- Looking for accommodation, selecting schools
- Access to business networks

We support your start-up or relocation project with focussed assistance and professional commitment.

We are here to help you – with everything you require.

Niedersachsen and the Hannover Region are not only attractive business locations: they pride themselves on their hospitality and cosmopolitan outlook, the excellent recreational opportunities, and safe and comfortable living conditions. Working and living in Hannover means real quality of life.

GIBC is located at the Technology Center Hannover, home to young, ambitious high-tech companies from a wide range of business sectors. You benefit here from attractive offices in a central location. Plug & Work, the start-up and relocation initiative of hannoverimpuls, offers ideal conditions for starting your business activities in Hannover: with rent-free offices for one year, networking and strategic coaching, the business promotion company helps boost the success of your market entry.